Segmentation, the task of splitting a long sequence of symbols into chunks, can provide important information about the nature of the sequence that is understandable to humans. We focus on unsupervised segmentation, where the algorithm never sees examples of successful segmentation, but still needs to discover meaningful segments. In this paper we present an unsupervised learning algorithm for segmenting sequences of symbols or categorical events. Our algorithm hierarchically builds a lexicon of segments and computes a maximum likelihood segmentation given the current lexicon. Thus, our algorithm is most appropriate to hierarchical sequences, where smaller segments are grouped into larger segments. Our probabilistic approach also allows us to suggest conditional entropy as a measure of the quality of a segmentation in the absence of labeled data. We compare our algorithm to two previous approaches from the unsupervised segmentation literature, showing it to provide superior segmentation over a number of benchmarks. Our specific motivation for developing this general algorithm is to understand the behavior of software programs after deployment by analyzing their traces. We explain and motivate the importance of this problem, and present segmentation results from the interactions of a web service and its clients.
Introduction
Data is often naturally expressed as a long sequence of discrete symbols or events.
Typically, humans find it very difficult to identify interesting patterns or chunks within the long sequence. In such cases it may be beneficial to automatically segment the sequence into smaller chunks, resulting in a shorter sequence over a higher level lexicon [16, 6] .
For example, many modern software developers add trace messages to their software, allowing them to collect logs of the execution of the software after deployment.
When problems arise after deployment, the developer can look at these logs to try and understand the behavior that caused the problem. Typically, these logs can become very large, and understanding the behavior of the software by looking at the recorded events becomes very difficult. However, if we can automatically identify that certain subsequences (or chunks) of these sequences originate from certain procedures, replacing these chunks by a single procedure name can make tracking these logs more manageable.
In many cases the developer can construct some model of the software, such as a Control Flow Graph (CFG, see e.g. [1] ) that is generated by a compiler, making the task easier by providing a lexicon to the segmentation algorithm. However, in two important examples such a model is not available. In user driven applications, such as word processors, the logs capture the sequence of actions taken by the user, which is not completely determined by the program. In web services that provide services for clients, the logs capture the sequence of actions taken by the clients, which are typically programs that were written by a second or third party developer. In both cases, the developer has no access to a model of the behavior of the software, and cannot provide the segmentation algorithm with an existing lexicon.
The unsupervised segmentation problem is naturally decomposed into two phases -the identification of a lexicon of meaningful segments, or chunks, and the seg-mentation of the sequence given the lexicon of chunks. In this paper we suggest a hierarchical, agglomerative approach, where these two phases are repeated iteratively, incrementally building a hierarchical lexicon and creating a hierarchical segmentation of the sequence.
We begin with a lexicon that contains all unique symbols and segment the sequence into minimal single-symbol chunks. At each iteration, we first select successive chunks to concatenate and add to the lexicon based on the mutual information between them.
We then compute a probabilistic model known as a multigram, which learns the probabilities of the 'words' of the lexicon. Finally, this model is used to re-segment the sequence, disambiguating between multiple segmentations that may be allowed by the lexicon by choosing the segmentation with maximal likelihood.
Thus, our approach constructs a hierarchical lexicon and a hierarchical segmentation of the sequence. This is natural in many problems, including the software traces problem, as software programming is typically done using hierarchical structures, where procedures execute sub-procedures.
We compare the performance of our method to two previous algorithms, Sequitur [16] and Voting Experts [6] , over standard benchmarks from the literature -an English and Chinese word identification tasks. In both cases our method outperform both Sequitur and Voting Experts.
Finally, we present some results on lexicon acquisition and segmentation over a real dataset of service requests from different clients accessing a Microsoft Exchange server. Even though we do not have labeled data for this domain, we show that our hierarchical lexicon acquisition method generates segments that capture much of the structure present in the logs. We measure this by estimating how much of the Shannon entropy of the service request sequences is captured by the segmentations generated by our algorithm.
Background and Previous Approaches
We begin by formally defining the problem of segmenting sequences of discrete events.
We then present in detail two competing approaches -the Sequitur algorithm that uses a computational linguistic approach, and the Voting Experts algorithm that uses a probabilistic approach. We end the section describing additional related work.
Segmentation of Sequences of Discrete Events
Let e =< e 1 , e 1 , .., e n > be a sequence of discrete events ("letters") where each e i belongs to a finite, known, alphabet Σ. Let η = { e 1 , ..., e m } be a set of m such sequences.
A segmentation of e will be denoted by i, which is a sequence of indexes i 1 , ..., i k s.t. i 1 = 0, i k = | e| and i j < i j+1 . We say that s j is the j th segment in the sequence e with segmentation i if s j =< e ij +1 , . . . , e ij+1 >. That is, the segment boundary is placed after the segmentation index.An event sequence e and its segmentation i generate a segment sequence s by s =< s 1 , . . . , s k−1 >.
By extension, we say that s is a segment in η if there exists e ∈ η with segmentation i such that s is a segment in e with segmentation i. The set of all segments found in η will be called the lexicon, denoted by S.
Example 2.1 Consider the sequence of characters e =< callmeishmael > over the English alphabet Σ = {a, ..., z}. A possible segmentation of this sequence is i = 0, 4, 6, 13, denoting the segmentation "call me ishmael", the first line of the novel "Moby Dick". The segments of this segmentation are s =< call, me, ishmael >. For "call", e.g., j = 1, i j = 0, and i j+1 = 4, and the symbols are e 1 = c, e 2 = a, e 3 = l, e 4 = l.
A hierarchical lexicon is a set of segments such that if s is in the lexicon and s contains more than a single event, then there exist segments s 1 , .., s k in the lexicon such that s = s 1 + ... + s k , where + is the concatenation operator. s 1 , ..., s k are the sub-segments of s.
Sequitur
Context free grammar (CFG) is a tool for describing formal languages. A CFG is a set of rules of the form X i → X i1 , ..., X ik , where X ij is either a rule or a symbol. An expansion of a rule is the replacement of the left hand side of the rule with the right hand side repeatedly, until all rules have been replaced by symbols.
The Sequitur algorithm [16] constructs a CFG over a sequence of symbols by repeatedly identifying subsequences of symbols that appear together more than once.
For each such subsequence, Sequitur creates a rule that expands to that subsequence. Then, all the occurrences of the subsequence are replaced by the rule symbol.
The operation is repeated until the following two properties are met: First, each rule, except for the root rule,is used more than once. Second, each subsequence of symbols appears only once. Hence, Sequitur builds a complete parse tree of the sequence. The resulting set of rules is not necessarily unique. Sequitur does not prefer one CFG to another as long as both CFGs obey the properties above.
Sequitur was designed to learn the hierarchical structure of sequences of discrete events, not for segmentation, but this hierarchical structure can be used for segmenting the sequence [6] .
The rules that Sequitur finds can be thought of as a hierarchical lexicon. Now, we can segment a sequence, by applying these rules (i.e. parsing the sequence), and treating each rule expansion as a segment. In practice, this amounts to expanding the rules from the root rule to some depth,which may vary at every branch of the tree.
Segment boundaries are placed after the rule expansion at that depth. As Sequitur does not provide tools for deciding where to stop the expansion, stopping at a fixed depth seems reasonable. For example, we can decide that segment boundaries are placed after the expansion of rules of a fixed depth d.
Example 2.2 Let us consider the sequence "abcdbcabcdbc" over the finite alphabet Σ = {a, b, c, d} 1 . We can construct the following rules:
that maintain the two properties. A possible segmentation is to stop at depth 2, resulting in expanding the rules S and A but not the rule B, and in the following segmentation "a bc d bc a bc d bc".
Voting Experts
A second, probabilistic approach, was suggested by Cohen et al [6] in their Voting
Experts algorithm. The algorithm uses a set of 'experts' -rules for deciding where to place segment boundaries. The algorithm moves a sliding window of a fixed size over the sequence of symbols. At each position of the window, each expert votes on the most likely segment boundary within the current window. Then, we traverse the sequence of symbols, and introduce segment boundaries where the sum of votes for the next position is smaller than the sum of votes for the current position.
As opposed to Sequitur, the experts can use probabilistic information, making the resulting segmentation a maximum likelihood segmentation of the sequence. Specifically, Cohen et al. use two experts -one that minimizes the internal entropy of the chunk, and one that maximizes the frequency of the chunk among chunks of the same length. Voting Experts was demonstrated to outperform Sequitur on a word boundary discovery from different languages, and in identifying robot motion sequences.
Example 2.3 Consider the sequence of symbols "itwascold" over the English alpha-
We slide a window of length 3 over the sequence. The first window we consider covers the symbols "itw". The entropy expert votes on placing a boundary after the t, while the frequency expert votes on placing the boundary after the w. The window slides to the next position, covering the symbols "twa". Now, both experts vote on placing the boundary between t, and w. The window moves again, covering "was", and both experts vote on a boundary after the s. The votes for the first 3 positions are hence 0 (no one voted for a boundary after the i), 3 (1 vote from the first window and two from the second window), and 1 (a vote from the first window). As the third symbol got a smaller vote than the second symbol, a boundary is placed after the t. Hence, the word "it" becomes the first segment of this sequence.
Related Work
The related problem of time series segmentation [3] has been thoroughly studied in the past [10] , and applied to numerous real world problems. Time series are sequences of continuous events usually modeling some sensor outputs. The continuous nature of the data can be used in order to define a similarity between events and to compute values such as the mean of the events in a segment. Therefore, most of these methods are not directly applicable to discrete events.
Another similar problem is DNA sequence segmentation. In this domain, Bussemaker et al. [4] suggest an algorithm that uses a statistical test to establish whether two adjacent events are related. Related events are unified and the algorithm is executed again, using the aggregated events instead of the low-level one. This lexicon acquisition is similar to the method that we suggest below, only training the word probabilities using a method specialized for the domain. Bussemaker et al. are interested in finding interesting segments only, not in the full segmentation of the data. They are also not interested in a hierarchical lexicon.
Gwadera et al. [11] suggest the use of context trees for segmentation. They efficiently implement the Bellman dynamic programming solution by evaluating the score of segments using a function computed using the context trees, such as the Bayesian Information Criterion. To achieve that, they construct a different prediction tree for 
Hierarchical Segmentation Using Multigrams
We now turn to our approach -building a hierarchical segmentation using multigrams.
We begin by describing the multigram model [8, 9] . We then explain how to construct a hierarchical lexicon and use it to train a multigram.
Multigram
A multigram [8, 9] is a model originating from the language modeling community, designed to estimate the probabilities of sentences, given a lexicon of words. A sentence is modeled as a concatenation of independently drawn words. Here, we will model event sequences as "sentences" which are concatenation of independently drawn segments ("words"). A multigram Θ defines a distribution over a lexicon of segments S as Θ = {θ s : s ∈ S} : θ s = p(s).
The likelihood of a sequence of segments s = s 1 , . . . , s k where each s k ∈ S is defined by j=1..k p(s j ) = j=1..k θ sj . The likelihood of all possible segment sequences { s} consistent with a sequence of events e is computed by summing the probabilities of the different segment sequences.
Given a lexicon and a sequence we can learn the segment probabilities using the a dynamic programming procedure derived by specializing the Forward Backward algorithm for HMMs [2] , also known as the Baum-Welch algorithm, to the case of multigrams 3 . We define three variables α, β, and γ over the event sequence e =< e 1 , ..., e n >:
• α t is the likelihood of all segment sequences that end at index t given the current θ. That is, α t is the forward likelihood of a segment ending at t.
• β t is the likelihood of all segment sequences that begin at index t + 1 given θ.
That is, β t is the backward likelihood of a segment beginning at t + 1.
• γ t is the average number of subsequences (words) in a segment sequence ending at t.
We can compute these quantities using a dynamic programming approach:
where l is the length of the longest word in S,
..,ei> < e 1 , . . . , e i >∈ S 0 otherwise (4) and α 0 = 1, β n = 1, and γ 0 = 0.
After computing the three variables we can update the estimate of the probability of a segment s that appears in the event sequence e. Let i 1 , .., i k be the set of indexes where s appears in e. Then
The process of estimating α, β, and γ given θ, and then updating θ using α, β, and γ is executed repeatedly until θ has converged. This procedure finds a local but not necessarily global optimum of the likelihood, [2] . Given a multigram we can find the maximum likelihood segmentation of a sequence of letters, using a specialization of the Viterbi search. This proceeds by starting at the end of the sequence and finding the most likely boundary for the last word, and recursively proceeding backwards. Thus, the most likely boundary defining the word ending at t is given by
The segmentation i(< e 1 , . . . , e t >) of the sequence < e 1 , . . . , e t > up to t is given recursively by i(< e 1 , . . . , e t >) = i(< e 1 , . . . , e t−i max
In terms of the most likely boundary of the word ending at t and the segmentation of the event sequence up to that boundary.
Hierarchical Lexicon Acquisition and Segmentation
As we will later show in our experiments, the lexicon given to the multigram has a significant impact on the multigram accuracy. A lexicon can be defined by selecting a maximal length l and adding each sequence of length l or less that was observed in the data. However, this approach results in a huge lexicon, a long training time, and possible loss of accuracy, due to local minima.
It is therefore better to filter out some of the observed sequences using some function of the sequence probability such as its mutual information . We suggest here an iterative method for hierarchical lexicon acquisition. We begin with a lexicon containing all low level events (Σ), and the trivial segmentation defined by this lexicon.
During each iteration we add concatenations of existing segments, where pairs of segments to concatenate are chosen using their mutual information. The mutual information of the concatenation xy of segments x and y is estimated using [5] I(x; y) = p(xy) log p(xy) p(x)p(y)
where the probabilities are empirical probabilities computed over the observed data.
For each concatenation whose mutual information exceeds a predefined threshold, we create a new segment, and add it to the lexicon. Then we train a multigram over the expanded lexicon, produce a new segmentation and a new iteration begins. If no sequences passes the mutual information threshold, the threshold is reduced.
Example 3.1 Let us look at the sequence "howthenisthisarethegreenfieldsgonewhatdotheyhere" from Moby Dick. At the first iteration the subsequences "ow", "th", "is", "ar", "re", "ld", "on", "wh", "at", and "he" have a mutual information value that meets the threshold, and the resulting most likely segmentation is "h ow th e n is th is ar e th e g re e n f i e ld s g on e wh at d o th e y he re". After the second pass, words such as "how", "this", "the", and "what" are identified, and the best segmentation is "how the n is this ar e the gre en fi e ld s g one what do the y here". After the third pass, more words are added to the lexicon, and the resulting segmentation is "how then is this ar e the gre en fi e ld s g one what do they here", and so forth 4 .
The process can be stopped when the threshold is less than and we can then select the lexicon that maximized the likelihood of the data. As this lexicon is created by always joining together sequences of segments from the lexicon, it is hierarchical.
Algorithm 1
The Hierarchical Multigram Learning. When creating a new segment to augment the lexicon, we remember the segments that were concatenated to create it. We hence maintain for each segment s an ordered list of segments L s = s 1 , ..., s k such that s = s 1 +...+s k , and each s i is in the lexicon.
Each segment can participate in the creation of many longer segments.
Our implementation uses mutual information as the criterion for creating new words, but other measurements such as the conditional probability or the joint probability can also be used. The power of the method comes from collecting term frequencies from already segmented data. Using the segmented data to compute term frequencies guarantees that the resulting frequency counts are based on a consistent segmentation.
Simply counting substrings that match the lexicon would not do this. Term frequencies computed from a segmentation are thus more accurate than frequencies computed from unsegmented data.
Consider, for example, the input string abcdbcdab, segmented into ab|cd|b|cd|ab.
In the raw data, the term bc appears twice, while in the segmented data the term does not appear at all. The term bcd appears twice in the raw data but only once in the segmented data.
As mentioned above, we use a hard assignment of segment boundaries to generate term frequencies. Another alternative is to use a soft assignment of segment boundaries to collect term frequencies from all possible segmentations weighted by their probability as predicted by the multigram.
Evaluating Unsupervised Segmentation
In this paper we focus on unsupervised segmentation of discrete event sequences. The typical method for evaluating the quality of a segmentation is to use a labeled dataset, such as a set of sequences that were already segmented by an expert, and see whether the unsupervised algorithm recovers those segments. Alternatively, an expert can observe the resulting segmentation of several algorithms and decide which algorithm produced the best segmentation.
However, in many cases obtaining even a relatively small labeled dataset, or manually analyzing the output of an algorithm, can be very expensive. In such cases, we cannot evaluate the accuracy of a segmentation algorithm with respect to a true segmentation. We therefore suggest a novel measure to evaluate how well a segmentation algorithm captures the underlying statistical structure of the low level event sequences e.
A natural candidate for estimating the captured structure is the mutual information I( E; I) which is an information theoretic measurement of how much information a segmentation i provides about the event sequence e [7] . We suggest that a segmentation algorithm whose output contains as much information about the event sequence, and hence the highest mutual information with respect to the event sequence should be preferred among the candidate segmentations. We note that this mutual information between the event sequence and its segmentation should not be confused with the mutual information between adjacent segments that was used in constructing the hierarchical lexicon.
The mutual information can be written as
I( E; I) = H( E) − H( E| I)
where H( E) is the entropy of the event sequence and H( E| I) is the entropy of the event sequence given the segmentation [7] . Since only the second term depends on the segmentation, choosing the segmentation algorithm with the highest mutual information is equivalent to choosing the one with the lowest conditional entropy. The per-event conditional entropy can be estimated as:
p(< e ij , ..., e ij+1 >)
where p(s) is the estimated probability of a segment s in the lexicon S.
In order to estimate the conditional entropy of a segmentation, we divide the set of event sequences into a train and test set. We train a multigram over the train set to learn the lexicon probabilities, initializing the lexicon to the words (segments) that were observed in the segmentation. Then, we estimate the conditional entropy of the given segmentation on the test set. It is important that the conditional entropy be estimated on a test set distinct from the lexicon training set in order to measure how well a segmentation captures the underlying structure of the event sequences, rather than measuring how close a segmentation comes to memorizing the event sequences.
Process Recovery
In this section we present a new and challenging problem that can be tackled using a hierarchical segmentation of discrete events -the problem of software process recovery from software traces. We begin with two motivating examples that illustrate the importance of this problem. We then discuss the general problem of process recovery and why hierarchical segmentation is an appropriate tool for this task.
Motivating Examples
We begin by an overview of two motivating examples of real world domains where software traces exist, but are currently analyzed only using statistics over the low level events. We explain for both domains why a better understanding of the high level process is needed.
Microsoft Exchange Server
The Microsoft Exchange Server is a messaging product, supporting e-mail, calendaring, contacts and tasks. Exchange servers can be accessed by many different clients.
An instrumented Exchange server keeps a log of all the requests issued by the clients.
These logs contain information such as user id, client application id and requested operation. As such, we can create sequences of operations corresponding to a single user interaction with a specific client application. These sequences contain only low level operations. A server administrator can use these low level operations to compute statistics, such as the frequency of an operation, or the average number of operations per session. Afterwards, these statistics can be used, for example, to execute simulation interactions with the server to test the server performance in extreme conditions.
However, it was noticed by Exchange administrators that these simulations poorly imitate true user sessions. This is because in a true user session low level operations occur within the context of the high level process of the client application. Therefore, understanding the high level behavior of a client can improve these simulations, and allow Exchange to better optimize clients requests.
User Interface Driven Applications
In many cases an instrumentation of a user interface application, such as Microsoft Word or Excel, captures the events the user initiates, such as clicks on toolbars or menus. These low level events can be later collected and sent to the application producer through tools such as Microsoft Customer Experience Improvement Program (CEIP) 5 . For example, when a Microsoft Office product experiences a failure, a user can allow a report to be sent back to Microsoft for analysis.
Using these traces, software engineers can reproduce problems locally, thus making it possible to better understand and fix the problem. However, Microsoft, like other producers of widely used software, receive many such reports. Each report then needs to be transferred to a specific group that handles a specific failure. This classification process is very difficult when the only available data is statistics over the low level operations.
Inferring the high level process that generated a trace can help both the classification process of reports, as well as the reproduction of problems in a controlled environment.
5 http://www.microsoft.com/products/ceip/EN-US/default.mspx
Software Traces
Software applications have become an essential part of our modern society, yet many deployed software applications perform below their pre-deployment expected behavior. While responsible software development companies do their best to understand post-deployment performance prior to deployment, the problem of predicting postdeployment usage is challenging. For instance, applications that are event driven such as user interfaces and web services that are activated by unknown clients allow immense flexibility in the way that the software is used. This flexibility makes it challenging to foresee likely use scenarios, let alone all possible usage scenarios. An understanding of this behavior can usually only be obtained after their deployment. In this paper we focus on understanding the behavior of deployed software applications. Such an understanding can then be used by software developers to fix failures and improve the performance of the deployed application.
The software industry is well familiar with the need to monitor an application after its deployment. Therefore, techniques have been developed to gather execution information that can later be analyzed. It is common practice for programmers to add execution traces to their code. These traces are created by recording low level events such as procedure activations, and can provide valuable data for debugging and for performance evaluation. Traces are logged and can later be recovered and sent to the producer of the application for analysis. The process of adding such traces is known as an instrumentation of the code (e.g. [22] ).
From Low-Level Traces to High-Level Behavior
Our goal is to use traces of low level events to provide insights as to the application behavior. However, using low level events to understand the high level process that the user or the web client are performing is in many cases difficult. Traces can be long and may contain much irrelevant information, making their understanding challenging.
The traditional approaches to software optimization and bug fixing require a model of the program such as a Control Flow Graph (CFG, see e.g. [1] ) that is generated by a compiler. However, in the cases that motivate us, such as when unknown clients execute requests over a web service, we cannot assume the existence of a CFG.
Most programming languages have an inherent hierarchical structure. Specifically, procedural languages have a hierarchical structure of procedures where high level procedures call lower level procedures. We therefore model the behavior of a software application in terms of the hierarchical procedural structure of a program. In the domains that interest us, this hierarchical structure is unknown, and we only have event traces for some of the procedures. We attempt to recover the hierarchical process that generated the low level events. The value of a hierarchical flow of procedures has already been acknowledged [17] using a predefined CFG. Our problem is more difficult, since we need to uncover both the hierarchical structure and the flow of procedures.
This learning task is unsupervised, in that we do not have any set of labeled data to help us learn the structure.
Hierarchical Segmentation of Software Traces
We suggest that process recovery can be achieved through a hierarchical segmentation Table' or 'Find and Replace'. In this scenario many nodes may be instrumented.
A program execution is a recursive traversal through the DAG, starting at a source and terminating at the leaves. Through this traversal a procedure can call its subprocedures any number of times. A traversal is generated by executing a task (a source procedure) with a set of parameters. Given the parameters the procedure calls a sequence of its sub-procedures with specific parameters and so forth. We represent a In the Exchange server scenario a possible program execution is searching and retrieving a specific e-mail. The parameters in this case could be the user id, a specific string that appears in the e-mail and a specific folder to search.
An execution trace is a sequence of low level trace events generated by an execution. Given an execution tree P E we generate the execution trace by walking the ordered tree, emitting a trace event each time an instrumented procedure was entered.
As all the leaves are instrumented, the execution trace is a super-sequence of the ordered set of leaves. An execution trace can be considered to be a projection of the execution onto the space of event sequences. For the example in Figure 1 a possible execution trace can be D, E, E, F .
Clearly, other models of instrumentation can exist, such as adding more traces within an instrumented procedure, or using predicate traces. In this paper, however, we limit ourselves to the simple case described above.
Given a trace sequence, generated by a program P and a program execution P E we define two goals:
• Find a program P that is as close as possible to P .
• Find a program execution P E that is as close as possible to P E , such that P E emits the same execution trace as P E .
In practice, many programs and many executions can generate identical sequences of low level events. We hence need a method to discriminate between various programs given a set of event sequences. As we can think of a program execution as a generative process, we argue that the likelihood of a set of event sequences given a program and a set of executions is an appropriate measurement for its quality.
Our definition of a program can be viewed as a limited Control Flaw Graph (CFG)
-a directed graph that captures call dependencies between procedures (e.g. [1] ).
Most analysis tools take advantage of the existence of a CFG that was generated by the compiler.
In the web service scenario the required CFG is the CFG of the client application, which is unknown to us. In the user driven scenario we are modeling the user behavior as a part of the program. Therefore, not only that a CFG is unavailable in both scenarios -we do not even know the set of procedures of the program.
Process recovery can be achieved by various methods (e.g. Finite State Automaton [15] ). In this paper we suggest modeling process recovery through a hierarchical segmentation, where the hierarchical lexicon is a manifestation of a program. The sub-segments of a segment correspond to the sub-procedures of a procedure. A segmentation of a sequence corresponds to a task execution of a program.
Empirical Evaluations
In this section we provide an empirical comparison of three unsupervised algorithms for segmentation -our hierarchical multigram approach, Sequitur [16] , and Voting
Experts [6] . Our results demonstrate the superiority of the segmentation that we produce both on standard benchmarks and over a set of real world event sequences from an Exchange server.
All our experiments were executed on a standard dual-core PC with 2GB RAM.
Algorithms, including the Voting Experts and Sequitur approaches, were implemented in C#. The Sequitur code was translated from a Java implementation available on http://sequitur.info/java/. 
Segmenting Text
We begin by a traditional evaluation of the quality of the segmentation produced by the algorithms on a pre-segmented dataset, as done by most researchers. The resulting scores may be somewhat misleading, as a supervised algorithm that is trained on the segmented dataset can produce much better results. Still, such an evaluation is useful in providing an understanding of the relative performance of the unsupervised algorithms.
We evaluate the three algorithms over two tasks -the identification of word boundaries in English and in Chinese texts [4, 6, 20] . For the English text, we took the first 10 chapters of "Moby Dick" 6 and transformed the text into unlabeled data by removing all the characters that are not letters (spaces, punctuation marks, etc.) and transformed all letters to lower case. For the Chinese text we used the labeled Academia Sinica corpus 7 .
All algorithms have a tunable parameter for the decision on segment boundaries.
Voting Expert builds a tree of symbol sequences, and the depth of the tree affects the segment boundary identification. Sequitur identifies a set of rules, and in order to generate a segmentation from these rules, we place word boundaries after expanding rules up to a finite depth, after which rules are expanded into words. Our lexicon creation procedure is affected by the threshold on the required mutual information for concatenating chunks.
A typical measurement for the success of a segmentation is a precision-recall tradeoff. When identifying segment (or word) boundaries we can either correctly identify a boundary (TP -true positive), fail to identify a segment boundary (FN -false nega-tive), or predict a boundary within a segment (FP -false positive). Precision is defined as the portion of true positives among the guessed boundaries -#T P #T P +#F P , while recall is the portion of true positives among all the segment boundaries -
There is a clear tradeoff between precision and recall. At one extreme we can predict no boundary, making no mistake and getting a precision of 1, but identifying no boundaries and getting a recall of 0. At the other extreme we can identify a boundary after each symbol, getting a recall of 1 but a relatively low precision. Figure 2 shows the precision recall curves resulting from tuning the parameters. As we can see, our method dominates the two other on both datasets. These tasks have limited hierarchical structure. For example, we can identify chunks of English words that occur repeatedly, such as "th", "ing", and "tion". Identifying these chunks early in the process can help us to construct the words afterwards. However, the hierarchical structure is limited, and we expect that in tasks that have a deeper hierarchical structure, the advantages of our method will be even more pronounced.
As we are suggesting here a method for evaluating the segmentation over an unlabeled dataset, it is informative to compute the conditional entropies of the three algorithms for the text segmentation problem. Table 6 .1 shows the conditional entropies of our approach, and the Sequitur and Voting Experts algorithms on the English and Chinese word segmentation tasks. For each algorithm we picked the segmentation that provided the best F score, defined as F = 2·precision·recall precision+recall . We then trained a multigram using the lexicon derived by the segmentation on a train set (80% of the data) and computed the conditional entropy of the given segmentation over the test set (20% of the data). In addition, we also evaluated the conditional entropy of the true segmentation using the same procedure.
Looking at Table 6 .1, we see that the true segmentation gives the most information about the text. This provides evidence that the structure captured by words is highly useful. The true segmentation is followed by our approach, Sequitur, and then Voting The ability of Sequitur to achieve higher precision at the expanse of lower recall, resulted in a higher conditional entropy. Shannon estimated that English had an entropy of about 2.3 bits per letter when only effects spanning 8 or fewer letters are considered, and on the order of a bit per letter when longer range effects spanning up to 100 letters are considered [19] . We estimate the conditional entropy given word segmentations but not taking into account long range effects. Thus, we would expect the conditional entropy to be lower than the entropy taking into account only short range effects, though perhaps not as low as the entropy given longer range effects. Our results using the true segmentations as well as our results using the hieratical multigram are consistent with this expectation.
Segmenting Exchange Sequences
We now move to evaluating the performance of the three algorithms over event sequences gathered from a Microsoft Exchange server. We obtained logs from the interactions of the server with 5 different clients. As we can see in Table 3 of the clients different significantly in terms of the functionality that they require from the server (Σ) and the length of a single interaction.
We segmented all the domains using Voting Experts and the hierarchical multigram algorithms, varying the tunable parameters. The Sequitur algorithm failed completely on these datasets. We speculate that this is because context-free grammars are inappropriate for capturing segmentations that contain even relatively limited loops in the client algorithm. We report in Table 4 The hierarchical multigram generated segmentations with considerably better con-ditional entropy in all domains, except for the ASOOF client, which is by far the simplest and most structured domain, as we can see from the very low conditional entropy of both segmentations. 
Discussion
In this paper we presented a new method for the unsupervised hierarchical segmentation of sequences of discrete symbols, that we call Hierarchical Multigram (HM).
Here, we discuss the major differences between HM and the two other segmentation algorithms that we discuss in this paper, Voting Experts and Sequitur. Afterwards, we discuss the relationships of our algorithm and other approaches.
Sequitur is very different from the two other approaches; First, it was not created to build a segmentation, but rather to learn a hierarchical structure of the sequence.
Second, it does not use any statistical or probabilistic information about the sequence.
For example, when two possible CFGs are available, Sequitur cannot prefer the CFG that has a higher likelihood of generating the data. Sequitur doesn't even produce the shortest description of the data, which would have been tightly related to the Shannon Entropy. Finally, for the software traces dataset, the Sequitur approach was unable to construct a reasonable CFG.
Like HM, the Voting Expert approach is a probabilistic approach. It tries to optimize measures such as the entropy of sequences. The approach was originally designed for the segmentation of sequences of discrete events. Indeed, for this reason Voting
Experts indeed produced reasonable results on the software traces datasets. Voting Experts , unlike Sequitur and HM, was not designed to handle hierarchical structures. We suspect that explicitly handling the hierarchical structure of the data is one of the key reasons why HM outperforms Voting Experts.
In terms of complexity, HM is substantially slower than the two other algorithms.
Sequitur makes a single pass over the sequence, but for each new symbol it must check the entire sequence up to the current position to check for reoccurrences. A simple implementation is quadratic in the length of the sequence, but using smart data structures the runtime is linear. Voting Experts, on the other hand, makes a constant number of passes over the sequence; The first pass collects statistics that will be used by the experts, such as the number of appearances of any subsequence of length k. The second pass computes the votes for segment boundaries. The third pass uses the votes to segment the sequence. Hence, Voting Experts is linear in the size of the input.
Our HM approach, on the other hand, requires many passes over the input sequence.
Each iteration of the Baum-Welch algorithm is linear in the size of the sequence, but
Baum-Welch must make a number of iterations before it converges. After converging, we compute a segmentation, which is also linear in the size of the sequence. However, for constructing the complete hierarchy, we repeat the above process for each level of the hierarchy. Indeed, as our results show, HM requires in practice much more time than the two other approaches.
That being said, the segmentation of software traces task in which we are interested is an offline process and as such, it is reasonable to spend hours parsing sequences. The results that we provide for the Exchange datasets were all computed in less than two hours on an average PC.
In the context of time series, some probabilistic segmentation models were suggested, mostly built upon Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [12, 13] . HMMs assume that events are generated by a set of hidden variables. In our case, the hidden variables can reflect the hierarchical structure of a program -each variable modeling the state of the procedure at a single procedural level. Indeed, multigrams can be viewed as a special case of HMMs, where each state emits a deterministic sequence of observations, and state transitions are independent. The probability training method we describe above are an adaptation of the forward-backward method for training HMMs.
In the paper that originally introduced the multigram model, Deligne and Bimbot suggested using a lexicon consisting of all combinations of characters of bounded length appearing in the text when a lexicon is otherwise unavailable [9] . As the training of the multigram depends on the size of the lexicon, this approach results in very long training time. We tried training a multigram over such a naive lexicon, and observed that segmentations with comparable quality could only be generated by lexicons which were from 20 times to 1000 times larger. For example, in the Airsync domain the naive lexicon had 91, 248 words, while the hierarchical lexicon had only 81 words. In the relatively simple ASOOF domain the naive lexicon had 1, 085 words while the hierarchical lexicon had 65 words. The performance that the Airsync hierarchical lexicon achieved in less than 45 minutes was not achieved by the naive lexicon even after 48 hours of training.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed a hierarchical probabilistic segmentation method based on a multigram. The performance of using multigrams for segmentation as measured both in terms of quality and computational effort is highly dependent on the input lexicon that is provided. We propose a method for iteratively building a hierarchical lexicon. Our method computes the criteria for joining segments based on the current segmentation of the data. As such, the generated term frequencies are more accurate. In addition, the lexicon generated with this method is smaller than previous approaches. This reduces the computational cost of using a multigram segmentation and seems to yield more meaningful lexicons.
We experimented with a text segmentation problem, showing our method to produce superior accuracy, and over real data sets gathered from an Exchange server,
showing our method to provide models with higher conditional entropy than previous algorithms.
Our hierarchical segmentation results in a tree of segments. Potentially fruitful directions for future research include the investigation of alternative methods for identifying the best cut through the tree for segmentingthe data and developing measures for the quality of a hierarchical segmentation. We also intend to apply our techniques to the segmentation of user interactions with applications, allowing us to understand the behavior of users when accomplishing complicated tasks.
